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Almost paracontact metric manifolds are the famous examples of almost para-CR man-
ifolds. We find necessary and sufficient conditions for such manifolds for be para-CR.
Next we examine these conditions in certain subclasses of almost paracontact metric
manifolds. Especially, it is shown that the normal almost paracontact metric manifolds
are para-CR. We establish necessary and sufficient conditions for paracontact metric
manifolds as well as for almost paracosymplectic manifolds to be para-CR. We find also
basic curvature identities for para-CR paracontact metric manifolds and study their con-
sequences. Among others, we prove that any para-CR paracontact metric manifold of
constant sectional curvature and of dimension greather than tree must be para-Sasakian
and its curvature equal to minus one. The last assertion do not hold in dimension tree.
Moreover, we show that a conformally flat para-Sasakian manifold is of constant sec-
tional curvature equal to minus one. New classes of examples of para-CR manifolds are
established.
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1. Preliminaries
LetM be an almost paracontact manifold and (ϕ, ξ, η) its almost paracontact struc-
ture (e.g. [9, 17]). This means that M is an (2n + 1)-dimensional differentiable
manifold and ϕ, ξ, η are tensor fields on M of type (1, 1), (1, 0), (0, 1), respectively,
such that
ϕ2X = X − η(X)ξ, η(ξ) = 1, ϕξ = 0, η ◦ ϕ = 0.
Moreover the tensor field ϕ induces an almost paracomplex structure on the para-
contact distribution D = Ker η, i.e. the eigendistributions D± corresponding to the
eigenvalues ±1 of ϕ are both n-dimensional. A pseudo-Riemannian metric g on M
satisfying the condition
g(ϕX,ϕY ) = −g(X,Y ) + η(X)η(Y )
is said to be compatible with the structure (ϕ, ξ, η). If g is such a metric, then
the quadruplet (ϕ, ξ, η, g) is called an almost paracontact metric structure and M
an almost paracontact metric manifold. For such a manifold, we additionally have
η(X) = g(X, ξ), and we define the (skew-symmetric) fundamental 2-form Φ by
Φ(X,Y ) = g(X,ϕY ).
2In the above and in the sequel, W,X, Y, Z, ... indicate arbitrary vector fields on
the considered manifold if it is not otherwise stated.
An almost paracontact metric manifold is called to be
(a) normal if ([12, 13])
N(X,Y )− 2 dη(X,Y )ξ = 0,
where N is the Nijenhuis torsion tensor of ϕ,
N(X,Y ) = ϕ2[X,Y ] + [ϕX,ϕY ]− ϕ([ϕX, Y ] + [X,ϕY ]);
(b) paracontact metric if Φ = dη ([9, 17]);
(c) para-Sasakian if is normal and paracontact metric;
(d) almost para-cosympletic if the forms η and Φ are closed, that is, dη = 0 and
dΦ = 0 ([7]).
2. Para-CR Manifolds
Almost paracontact metric manifolds can be interpreted as almost para-CR man-
ifolds. Following [1, 2, 4, 11, 17], we will resume the demanded details. It is also
important to mention certain analytic and geometric studies on generalizations of
para-CR structures which have occured in the papers [10, 14, 15].
LetM be an almost paracontact metric manifold and (ϕ, ξ, η, g) its almost para-
contact metric structure. Then dimD = 2n and ϕ (precisely, ϕ|D) is a field of en-
domorphisms of D such that ϕ2 = Id, and the eigendistributions D± corresponding
to the eigenvalues ±1 of ϕ are both n-dimensional. Thus, the pair (D, ϕ) becomes
an almost para-CR structure on M .
We say that (D, ϕ) is a para-CR structure if it is formally integrable, that is,
the following two conditions are satisfied
[ϕX, Y ] + [X,ϕY ] ∈ D, (1)
S(X,Y ) = [X,Y ] + [ϕX,ϕY ]− ϕ([X,ϕY ] + [ϕX, Y ]) = 0 (2)
for all X,Y ∈ D. Equivalently, the formal integrability means that the eigendistri-
butions D+ and D− are involutive, that is,
[D+,D+] ⊂ D+, [D−,D−] ⊂ D−. (3)
M will be called to be a para-CR manifold if (D, ϕ) is a para-CR structure.
In the sequel, we need certain new shapes of the condition (1).
Lemma 1. Any of the following conditions is equivalent to (1)
dη(X,ϕY )− dη(Y, ϕX) = 0, (4)
(∇Xη)(ϕY ) + (∇ϕXη)(Y ) = (∇Y η)(ϕX) + (∇ϕY η)(X) (5)
for any X,Y ∈ D.
3Proof. Indeed, note that (1) is fulfilled if and only if η([ϕX, Y ] + [X,ϕY ]) = 0.
Now, since dη(U, V ) = −(1/2)η([U, V ]) for any U, V ∈ D, we claim easily that the
condition (4) is equivalent to (1). On the other hand, since in general
dη(U, V ) =
1
2
((∇Uη)(V )− (∇V η)(U)),
the condition (4) can be equivalently written as (5). 
When we define a (0, 2)-tensor field L on D by
L(X,Y ) = −dη(X,ϕY ), X, Y ∈ D, (6)
then the condition (4) can be interpreted as the symmetry of L. By an analogy to
the theory of CR structures (cf. e.g. [8]), the tensor L defined by (6) can be called
the Levi form corresponding to the para-CR structure.
The following theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for M to be
para-CR.
Theorem 1. An almost paracontact metric manifold M is a para-CR manifold if
and only if the following condition
(∇Xϕ)Y + (∇ϕXϕ)ϕY = − ((∇Y η)(ϕX) + (∇ϕY η)(X))ξ (7)
is satisfied for any X,Y ∈ D, with ∇ being the Levi-Civita connection of M .
Proof. Before we start with the proof, it will be useful to find the following
expression
ϕS(X,Y ) = ϕ([X,Y ] + [ϕX,ϕY ])− [X,ϕY ]− [ϕX, Y ]
+ η([X,ϕY ] + [ϕX, Y ]ξ
= ϕ(∇ϕXϕ)Y − ϕ(∇ϕY ϕ)X − (∇Xϕ)Y + (∇Y ϕ)X
+ η([X,ϕY ] + [ϕX, Y ])ξ
= − (∇ϕXϕ)ϕY + (∇ϕY ϕ)ϕX − (∇Xϕ)Y + (∇Y ϕ)X
+ η([X,ϕY ] + [ϕX, Y ])ξ (8)
for any X,Y ∈ D.
Let us assume that (1) and (2) are satisfied. Define an auxiliary (0, 3)-tensor
field A on D by
A(X,Y, Z) = g((∇ϕXϕ)ϕY + (∇Xϕ)Y, Z) (9)
for any X,Y, Z ∈ D. Applying (8) with S = 0, we claim that
A(X,Y, Z) = A(Y,X,Z). (10)
4Moreover, by a simply calculation we show that
A(X,Y, Z) +A(X,Z, Y )
= g((∇ϕXϕ)ϕY + (∇Xϕ)Y, Z) + g((∇ϕXϕ)ϕZ + (∇Xϕ)Z, Y )
= − g((∇ϕXϕ)Z,ϕY )− g((∇ϕXϕ)Y, ϕZ) = 0. (11)
Using (10) and (11), we can compute
A(X,Y, Z) = −A(X,Z, Y ) = −A(Z,X, Y ) = A(Z, Y,X)
= A(Y, Z,X) = −A(Y,X,Z) = −A(X,Y, Z).
Hence, A(X,Y, Z) = 0 for any X,Y, Z ∈ D. By the definition (9), this implies the
following
(∇ϕXϕ)ϕY + (∇Xϕ)Y = λ(X,Y )ξ for X,Y ∈ D, (12)
for a certain (0, 2)-tensor field λ on D. The projection (12) onto ξ leads to
λ(X,Y ) = g((∇ϕXϕ)ϕY + (∇Xϕ)Y, ξ)
= − g((∇ϕXϕ)ξ, ϕY )− g((∇Xϕ)ξ, Y )
= g(ϕ∇ϕXξ, ϕY )− g((∇Xϕ)ξ, Y )
= − g(∇ϕXξ, Y ) + g(ϕ∇Xξ, Y )
= g(ϕ∇Xξ −∇ϕXξ, Y )
= − (∇Xη)ϕY − (∇ϕXη)Y. (13)
By applying (5) (which is equivalent to (1)) into (13), we see that λ(X,Y ) can be
written as
λ(X,Y ) = − (∇Y η)ϕX − (∇ϕY η)X,
which substituted into (12), gives (7).
Conversely, assume that (7) is fulfilled. Projecting (7) onto the vector field ξ,
we obtain (5), and consequently (1) too. But using (5) and (7), we have
(∇ϕXϕ)ϕY + (∇Xϕ)Y = (∇ϕY ϕ)ϕX + (∇Y ϕ)X.
Now, using the above and (1) into (8), we have ϕS(X,Y ) = 0. Hence, S(X,Y ) = 0.
Thus, we get (2), completing the proof. 
Theorem 2. Any 3-dimensional almost paracontact metric manifold is a para-CR
manifold.
Proof. Recall that it is proved by the author in [16] that for any 3-dimensional
almost paracontact metric manifold, it holds
(∇Xϕ)Y = g(ϕ∇Xξ, Y )ξ − η(Y )ϕ∇Xξ
5for any X,Y ∈ X(M). Now, using the above formula, we get for such a manifold,
(∇Xϕ)Y + (∇ϕXϕ)ϕY = g(ϕ∇Xξ, Y )ξ − g(∇ϕXξ, Y )ξ
= − ((∇Xη)(ϕY ) + (∇ϕXη)(Y ))ξ
for any X,Y ∈ D. In view of the above and Theorem 1., the condition (7) reduces
to (5), or equivalently, to (4). But since dimD = 2, the verification of (5) is easy.
In fact it is sufficient to take X = E1 and Y = E2, where E1, E2 form a local basis
for D such that ϕE1 = −E1 and ϕE2 = E2. 
3. Normal Almost Paracontact Metric Manifolds
We start with recalling the theorem proved by the author in [16]: An almost para-
contact metric manifold is normal if and only if
ϕ(∇Xϕ)Y − (∇ϕXϕ)Y + (∇Xη)(Y )ξ = 0 (14)
for any X,Y ∈ X(M).
Assume that M is a normal almost paracontact metric manifold. For such a
manifold, we additionally have the following relations
∇ξξ = 0, ∇ξη = 0, (15)
∇ϕXξ = ϕ∇Xξ, (16)
∇ξϕ = 0. (17)
Indeed, by putting X = Y = ξ into the formula (14), we obtain 0 = ϕ(∇ξϕ)ξ =
−ϕ2∇ξξ. Hence, ∇ξξ = 0 and ∇ξη = 0. Putting Y = ξ into (14), we get
0 = ϕ(∇Xϕ)ξ − (∇ϕXϕ)ξ = −∇Xξ + ϕ∇ϕXξ.
Hence, (16) follows. Putting X = ξ into (14) and using (15), we obtain ϕ(∇ξϕ)Y =
0, which implies (17).
The following theorem is the main result of this section:
Theorem 3. Any normal almost paracontact metric manifold is a para-CR mani-
fold.
Proof. Let M be a normal almost paracontact metric manifold. Let us suppose
that X,Y ∈ D. From (14), we deduce
ϕ(∇Xϕ)ϕY − (∇ϕXϕ)ϕY + (∇Xη)(ϕY )ξ = 0. (18)
On the other hand, it is easy to see that
ϕ(∇Xϕ)ϕY = − (∇Xϕ)Y − (∇Xη)(ϕY )ξ,
6which together with (18) leads to
(∇Xϕ)Y + (∇ϕXϕ)ϕY = 0. (19)
Moreover, we can show that
(∇ϕY η)(X) + (∇Y η)(ϕX) = 0. (20)
In fact, using (16), the left hand side of (20) can be transformed in the following
way
g(∇ϕY ξ,X) + g(∇Y ξ, ϕX) = g(ϕ∇Y ξ,X) + g(∇Y ξ, ϕX) = 0.
Finally, having (19) and (20), we claim that the relation (7) is obviously fulfilled.
In view of Theorem 1., this completes the proof. 
4. Paracontact Metric Manifolds
We recall certain facts about paracontact metric manifolds from the paper [17].
Let M be a paracontact metric manifold. Define h = 1
2
Lξϕ, where L indicates
the Lie derivation operator. Then,
g(hX, Y ) = g(hY,X) (h is a symmetric operator), (21)
ϕh+ hϕ = 0, Tr h = 0, hξ = 0, η ◦ h = 0. (22)
It is very important that on a paracontact metric manifold M , the following
relations hold
∇Xξ = − ϕX + ϕhX, (23)
(∇ϕXϕ)ϕY − (∇Xϕ)Y = 2g(X,Y )ξ − η(Y )(X − hX + η(X)ξ). (24)
A paracontact metric manifold is a para-Sasakian one if and only if
(∇Xϕ)Y = −g(X,Y )ξ + η(Y )X, (25)
and on a para-Sasakian manifolds, it always holds
∇Xξ = −ϕX, h = 0. (26)
Theorem 4. A paracontact metric manifold is a para-CR manifold if and only if
(∇Xϕ)Y = g(ϕ∇Xξ, Y )ξ − η(Y )ϕ∇Xξ. (27)
In [17, Th. 4.10], S. Zamkovoy proved that the paracontact metric manifold is
para-CR manifold if and only if
(∇Xϕ)Y = −g(X − hX, Y )ξ + η(Y )(X − hX). (28)
In view of (23), the condition (28) is equivalent to (27).
7However, using our convention we shall give a short prove of this fact.
Proof. Let M be a paracontact manifold. For such a manifold, using (23) and
(22), we obtain for X,Y ∈ D,
(∇Y η)(ϕX) + (∇ϕY η)(X) = −2g(hY,X)ξ = −2d(hX, Y ). (29)
Moreover, from (24), for X,Y ∈ D, we get
(∇ϕXϕ)ϕY = (∇Xϕ)Y + 2g(X,Y )ξ. (30)
By applying (29) and (30) into (7), we claim from Theorem 1. that the paracontact
metric manifold M is a para-CR manifold if and only if
(∇Xϕ)Y = −g(X − hX, Y )ξ (31)
for any X,Y ∈ D.
It is clear that (28) implies (31). Conversely, take arbitrary vector fields X,Y ∈
X(M). Then X−η(X)ξ ∈ D and Y −η(Y )ξ ∈ D. Put X−η(X)ξ instead of X and
Y − η(Y )ξ instead of Y into the formula (31). After some calculations, in which
the above listed properties of ∇ϕ and h should be used, one obtains (28). This
completes the proof. 
A para-Sasakian manifold is obviously para-CR paracontact metric.
Corollary 1. A para-CR paracontact metric manifold is para-Sasakian if and only
if h = 0.
Proof. Comparing (25) with (28), we get
g(hX, Y )ξ − η(Y )hX = 0,
which is equivalent to h = 0. 
Theorem 5. For a para-CR paracontact metric manifold, we have the following
curvature identity
(R(W,X)ϕ)Y = R(W,X)ϕY − ϕR(W,X)Y
= g((∇Wh)X − (∇Xh)W,Y )ξ
+ g(hX −X,Y )ϕ(hW −W )− g(hW −W,Y )ϕ(hX −X)
− g(ϕ(hW −W ), Y )(hX −X) + g(ϕ(hX −X), Y )(hW −W )
− η(W )((∇W h)X − (∇Xh)W ). (32)
8Proof. Using (27) and (23), we calculate
(∇2WXϕ)Y = ∇W ((∇Xϕ)Y )− (∇∇WXϕ)Y − (∇Xϕ)∇WY
= ∇W (g(hX −X,Y )ξ − η(Y )(hX −X))
− g(h(∇WX)−∇WX,Y )ξ + η(Y )(h∇WX −∇WX)
− g(hX −X,∇WY )ξ + η(∇W Y )(hX −X)
= g((∇Wh)X,Y ) + g(hX −X,Y )ϕ(hW −W )
− g(Y, ϕ(hW −W ))(hX −X)− η(Y )(∇Wh)X.
We obtain the final assertion by applying the above formula into the below identity
(R(W,X)ϕ)Y = (∇2WXϕ)Y − (∇
2
XWϕ)Y.

Corollary 2. For a paracontact metric para-CR manifold, we have
g(R(W,X)ϕY, ξ) = g(∇Wh)X − (∇Xh)W,Y )− 2η(Y )g(ϕh
2W,X)
+ η(X)g(ϕ(hW −W ), Y )− η(W )g(ϕ(hX −X), Y ). (33)
Proof. The projection of (32) onto ξ leads to
g(R(W,X)ϕY, ξ) = g((∇Wh)X − (∇Xh)W,Y )
+ η(X)g(ϕ(hW −W ), Y )− η(W )g(ϕ(hX −X), Y )
− η(Y )g((∇Wh)X − (∇Xh)W, ξ). (34)
On the other hand, using (23), we find
g((∇Wh)X − (∇Xh)W, ξ) = −g(h∇W ξ,X) + g(h∇Xξ,W )
= 2g(ϕh2W,X),
which turns (34) into (33). 
In [17, Th. 3.12], S. Zamkovoy proved that if a paracontact metric manifold M
is of constant sectional curvature k and of dimension 2n + 1 > 5, then k = −1
and |h|2 = 0. From the proof of his theorem it even more follows that h2 = 0.
Unfortunetly, h2 = 0 does not imply h = 0, and therefore the manifold does not
have to be a para-Sasakian one (see Example ). We will strengthen the assertion of
Zamokovoy’s theorem making additional assumption that the paracontact metric
manifold is para-CR.
Theorem 6. A para-CR paracontact metric manifold of constant sectional curva-
ture k and of dimension 2n+ 1 > 5 is para-Sasakian and k = −1.
9Proof. Since the manifold is of constant sectional curvature k, we have
R(W,X)ϕY = k(g(X,ϕY )W − g(W,ϕY )X), (35)
which applied into (33) gives
g((∇Wh)X − (∇Xh)W,Y ) = (k + 1)(η(W )g(X,ϕY )− η(X)g(W,ϕY ))
+ η(W )g(ϕhX, Y )− η(X)g(ϕhW, Y ) + 2η(Y )g(ϕh2W,X).
Hence
(∇Wh)X − (∇Xh)W = −(k + 1)(η(W )ϕX − η(X)ϕW )
+ η(W )ϕhX − η(X)ϕhW + 2g(ϕh2W,X)ξ. (36)
Now, we use (35) and (36) in (32) and get
k(g(X,ϕY )W − g(W,ϕY )X − g(X,Y )ϕW + g(W,Y )ϕX)
= η(X)(g((k + 1)ϕW − ϕhW, Y )ξ − η(Y )((k + 1)ϕW − ϕhW ))
− η(W )(g((k + 1)ϕX − ϕhX, Y )ξ − η(Y )((k + 1)ϕX − ϕhX))
+ g(hX −X,Y )ϕ(hW −W )− g(hW −W,Y )ϕ(hX −X)
+ g(ϕ(hX −X), Y )(hW −W )− g(ϕ(hW −W ), Y )(hX −X). (37)
We calculate the trace of (37) with respect to the arguments Y , W and the metric
g. Then we obtain
(2n− 2)(k + 1)ϕX = (2n− 2)ϕhX − Tr(ϕh)(hX − ϕ2X). (38)
The left hand side of formula (38) is an antisymmetric linear operator, whereas in
view of (21) and (22) the right hand side of (38) is a symmetric operator. Hence,
we infer that
(2n− 2)(k + 1)ϕX = 0, (39)
(2n− 2)ϕhX − Tr(ϕh)(hX − ϕ2X) = 0. (40)
Because of n > 1, from (39), we have k = −1. Moreover, calculating the trace of
(40) and using (22), we get Tr(ϕh) = 0. Therefore, (40) takes the form ϕhX = 0.
Hence h = 0 and by Collorary 1., the manifold is para-Sasakian. 
As it follows from the following example, the assertion of the above theorem
does not hold in dimension 3.
Example 1. Define an almost paracontact metric structure (ϕ, ξ, η, g) on R3 by
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assuming
ϕ
∂
∂x
= cosh(2z)
∂
∂z
, ϕ
∂
∂y
= sinh(2z)
∂
∂z
,
ϕ
∂
∂z
= cosh(2z)
∂
∂x
− sinh(2z)
∂
∂y
,
ξ = − sinh(2z)
∂
∂x
+ cosh(2z)
∂
∂y
, η = sinh(2z)dx+ cosh(2z)dy,
g = − dx⊗ dx+ dy ⊗ dy + dz ⊗ dz,
(x, y, z) being the Cartesian coordinates in R3. In fact, this structure is flat, tree-
dimensional, para-CR and paracontact metric. Moreover, we can compute for the
tensor field h,
h
∂
∂z
=
1
2
(
Lξϕ
) ∂
∂z
=
1
2
(
Lξϕ
∂
∂z
− ϕLξ
∂
∂z
)
=
1
2
([
ξ, ϕ
∂
∂z
]
− ϕ
[
ξ,
∂
∂z
])
= −
∂
∂z
,
which shows that h 6= 0, and therefore the structure is not para-Sasakian. 
A para-Sasakian structure of any dimension 2n+1 > 3 and of constant sectional
curvature equal to minus one can be constructed in the following way.
Example 2. Let (J,G) be the standard flat para-Ka¨hler structure on R2n+2n ,
J
∂
∂xα
=
∂
∂xα+n+1
, J
∂
∂xα+n+1
=
∂
∂xα
,
G
( ∂
∂xα
,
∂
∂xα
)
= 1, G
( ∂
∂xα+n+1
,
∂
∂xα+n+1
)
= −1
for α = 1, . . . , n, where (x1, . . . , x2n+2) are the Cartesian coordinates on R2n+2n .
Consider the hypersurface H2n+1n in R
2n+2
n+1 given by the equation
H2n+1n =
{
x ∈ R2n+2n+1 :
n+1∑
α=1
x2α −
2n+2∑
α=n+2
x2α = −1
}
.
Let
N =
2n+2∑
α=1
xi
∂
∂xi
be the normal vector field of H2n+1n . Then G(N,N) = −1. Define a vector field ξ,
a tensor field ϕ of type (1, 1), a 1−form η and a pseudo-Riemannian metric g on
H2n+1n by assuming
ξ = −JN, JX = ϕX − η(X)ν, g = G|H2n+1n .
11
We get an almost paracontact metric structure (ϕ, ξ, η, g) on H2n+1n . We shall show
that this structure is para-Sasakian and H2n+1n is of constant sectional curvature
(-1).
For our hypersurface, the Weingarten formula is DXN = X , D being the Levi-
Civita connection of G. Hence, we obtain the shape operator A = −I and the
second fundamental form h(X,Y ) = g(X,Y ). Using the parallelity of J and the
Gauss formula, we have
0 = (DXJ)ξ = DXJξ − J(DXξ) = −DXN − J(∇Xξ + h(X, ξ)N)
= −X − ϕ∇Xξ + η(X)ξ,
where ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection of g. Applying ϕ we get ∇Xξ = −ϕX . This
yields
dη(X,Y ) =
1
2
(g(∇Xξ, Y )− g(∇Y ξ,X)) = g(X,ϕY )
and the structure (ϕ, ξ, η, g) is paracontact metric. Moreover,
0 = (DXJ)Y = DX(ϕY − η(Y )N)− J(∇XY + g(X,Y )N)
= ∇XϕY + g(X,ϕY )N − (Xη(Y )N − η(Y )X
− ϕ∇XY + η(∇XY )N + g(X,Y )ξ
= (∇Xϕ)Y + g(X,Y )ξ − η(Y )X − ((∇Xη)Y − g(X,ϕY ))N.
Taking the tangential part we see that (∇Xϕ)Y = −g(X,Y )ξ+η(Y )X , and in view
of (25) the structure is para-Sasakian.
From the Gauss equation we see that H2n+1n is the hypersurface of constant
curvature equal to minus one. Indeed, we have
R(X,Y )Z = h(Y, Z)AX − h(X,Z)AY = −(g(Y, Z)X − g(X,Z)Y ).

In [17, Th. 3.10], S. Zamkovoy established a certain relationship for the values
of the Ricci curvature of a conformally flat para-Sasakian manifold of dimension
2n+ 1 > 5. We shall generalize his result and prove the following theorem.
Theorem 7. A conformally flat para-Sasakian manifold is of constant sectional
curvature k = −1.
Proof. Denote by Ric and Ric∗ the Ricci and ∗-Ricci operators, and by r and r∗
the scalar and ∗-scalar curvatures,
g(RicY, Z) = Tr {X → R(X,Y )Z} ,
g(Ric∗ Y, Z) = Tr {X → −ϕR(X,Y )ϕZ} ,
r = TrRic,
r∗ = TrRic∗ .
12
For a para-Sasakian manifold, the following identities are known (cf. [17])
R(X,Y )ξ = η(X)Y − η(Y )X, (41)
g(Ric ξ, Y ) = −2nη(Y ), (42)
r + r∗ + 4n2 = 0. (43)
At first, consider the case n > 1 (dimM > 3). The Riemann curvature tensor
field of a conformally flat manifold is given as
R(X,Y )Z =
1
2n− 1
(g(Y, Z)RicX + g(RicY, Z)X
− g(X,Z)RicY − g(RicX,Z)Y )
−
r
2n(2n− 1)
(g(Y, Z)X − g(X,Z)Y ). (44)
Using (44) and (42), we get
r∗ = −
1
2n− 1
(r+4n). (45)
Now, from (45) and (43), we obtain
r = −2n(2n+ 1). (46)
Taking Y = Z = ξ in (44) and using (41), (42) and (46), we have RicX = −2nX .
Putting the last relation and (46) into (44) gives
R(X,Y )Z = −(g(Y, Z)X − g(X,Z)Y ),
which completes the proof in this case.
Now, consider the case n = 1 (dimM = 3). Since M is conformally flat, we
have
g((∇X Ric)Y, Z)− g((∇Z Ric)Y,X)
−
1
4
((∇Xr)g(Y, Z)− (∇Zr)g(Y,X)) = 0. (47)
Since ξ is a Killing vector field, we have
0 = g((Lξ Ric)Y, Z) (48)
= g((∇ξ Ric)Y, Z) + g(Ric∇Y ξ, Z) + g(RicY,∇Zξ),
Lξr = ∇ξr = 0. (49)
Using (47), (49) and (26), we find
g((∇ξ Ric)Y, Z) = g((∇Z Ric)ξ, Y )−
1
4
(∇Zr)η(Y ) (50)
= − 2ng(ϕY,Z) + g(RicϕZ, Y )−
1
4
(∇Zr)η(Y ).
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On the other hand, by (48) and (26), we get
g((∇ξ Ric)Y, Z) = g(RicϕY, Z) + g(RicY, ϕZ). (51)
Comparing (50) and (51) gives
g(RicϕY, Z) = −2ng(ϕY,Z)−
1
4
η(Y )∇Zr. (52)
Puting ϕY instead of Y in the above equality and using (42), we obtain
g(RicY, Z) = −2ng(Y, Z).
So M is an Einstein space, and consequently, it is of constant sectional curvature.
In view of (41), the sectional curvature k = −1, which completes the proof. 
To finish this section, we give an example of a class of new paracontact metric
structures which are para-CR and not normal in general.
Example 3. Let (xα, yα, z), n > 2, 1 6 α 6 n, be the Cartesian coordinates in
R
2n+1. Define a frame of vector fields (ei; 1 6 i 6 2n+ 1) on R
2n+1 by
eα =
∂
∂xα
, en+α = − f
∂
∂xα
+
∂
∂yα
− 2xα
∂
∂z
, e2n+1 =
∂
∂z
,
f being an arbitrary function. The dual frame of 1-forms (θi) is given by
θα = dxα + fdyα, θ
n+α = dyα, θ
2n+1 = 2
n∑
ω=1
xωdyω + dz.
Define an almost paracontact structure (ϕ, ξ, η, g) on R2n+1 by assuming
ϕeα = −eα, ϕen+α = en+α, ϕe2n+1 = 0, ξ = e2n+1, η = θ
2n+1,
g(eα, en+α) = g(en+α, eα) = g(e2n+1, e2n+1) = 1,
g(ei, ej) = 0 otherwise.
Here, we have Φ(eα, en+α) = −Φ(en+α, eα) = 1 and Φ(ei, ej) = 0 otherwise. There-
fore the fundamental 2-form Φ has the shape
Φ =
n∑
α=1
(θα ⊗ θn+α − θn+α ⊗ θα) = 2
n∑
α=1
θα ∧ θn+α = 2
n∑
α=1
dxα ∧ dyα = dη.
Thus, (ϕ, ξ, η, g) is a paracontact metric structure. Let us calculate the structure
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tensor h.
heα =
1
2
([
ξ, ϕeα
]
− ϕ
[
ξ, eα
])
=
1
2
(
−
[ ∂
∂z
,
∂
∂xα
]
− ϕ
[ ∂
∂z
,
∂
∂xα
])
= 0;
hen+α =
1
2
([
ξ, ϕen+α
]
− ϕ
[
ξ, en+α
])
=
1
2
([ ∂
∂z
,−f
∂
∂xα
+
∂
∂yα
− 2xα
∂
∂z
]
− ϕ
[ ∂
∂z
,−f
∂
∂xα
+
∂
∂yα
− 2xα
∂
∂z
])
=
1
2
(
−
∂f
∂z
∂
∂xα
+ ϕ
∂f
∂z
∂
∂xα
)
= −
∂f
∂z
eα;
he2n+1 = hξ = 0.
We see that h2 = 0, and h 6= 0⇔ ∂f
∂z
6= 0. Therefore, if ∂f
∂z
6= 0, the structure is not
para-Sasakian one. To find necessary and sufficient conditions for this structure to
be para-CR, we are going to use the condition (3). We see that the eigendistribution
D− is spanned by the vector fields (eα). Since [eα, eβ ] = 0, D
− is involutive. The
eigendistribution D+ is spanned by the vector fields (en+α). Since
[en+α, en+β] =
(
f
∂f
∂xα
−
∂f
∂yα
+ 2xα
∂f
∂z
)
eβ −
(
f
∂f
∂xβ
−
∂f
∂yβ
+ 2xβ
∂f
∂z
)
eα,
D+ is involutive if and only if the function f fulfills the following system of partial
differential equations
f
∂f
∂xα
−
∂f
∂yα
+ 2xα
∂f
∂z
= 0, 1 6 α 6 n. (53)
Therefore, (ϕ, ξ, η, g) is a para-CR structure if and only if (53) holds.
To see that this structure is not normal in general, at first we find
[en+α, ξ] =
∂f
∂z
eα,
and next we compute
N(en+α, ξ)− 2dη(en+α, ξ)ξ = ϕ
2[en+α, ξ]− ϕ[ϕen+α, ξ]− 2dη(en+α, ξ)ξ
= [en+α, ξ]− η([en+α, ξ])ξ − ϕ[en+α, ξ]
= 2
∂f
∂z
eα,
which is non-zero if ∂f
∂z
6= 0.
Finally, note that the function
f(xα, yα, z) =
1
z
(
c+
n∑
ω=1
(xω)2
)
, c = const.,
is an example of a particular solution of (53), and moreover ∂f
∂z
6= 0. 
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5. Almost Para-Cosymplectic Manifolds
Before we study almost paracosymplectic manifolds, recall the notion of para-
Ka¨hlerian manifolds and almost para-Ka¨hlerian manifolds; cf. [5, 6].
An almost para-Ka¨hlerian manifold M˜ by definition is a 2n-dimensional differ-
entiable manifold endowed with an almost para-Ka¨hlerian structure (J˜ , g˜). The
structure is formed by a (1,1)-tensor field J˜ such that J˜2 = I˜, and a pseudo-
Riemannian metric g˜ satysfying g˜(J˜ X˜, J˜ Y˜ ) = −g˜(X˜, Y˜ ), and the fundamental
form Φ˜, Φ˜(X˜, Y˜ ) = g˜(X˜, J˜ Y˜ ), is closed. An almost para-Ka¨hlerian manifold with
integrable almost para-complex structure J˜ (equivalently, ∇˜J˜ = 0) is said to be
para-Ka¨hlerian.
Let M be a paracosymplectic manifold. Since dη = 0, the paracontact distribu-
tionD is completely integrable and the manifoldM possesses a foliation F generated
by D. Any leaf M˜ of F is a submanifold of M of codimension 1. Since ξ|
M˜
is a
vector field normal to M˜ , we may treat M˜ as a pseudo-Riemannian hypersurface.
Let J˜ be the (1,1)-tensor field defined by J˜ = ϕ|
M˜
and g˜ the induced metric on M˜ .
Then the pair (J˜ , g˜) is an almost para-Ka¨hlerian structure on M˜ (its fundamental
form is closed since it is the pullback of the fundamental form of M). We say that
M has para-Ka¨hlerian leaves if on every leaf M˜ , the induced structures (J˜ , g˜) are
para-Ka¨hlerian.
In the paper ([7]), P. Dacko shows that an almost paracoymplectic manifold
satisfies the following conditions
∇ξξ = 0, ∇ξϕ = 0, ∇ϕXξ = −ϕ∇Xξ, (54)
(∇ϕXϕ)ϕY − (∇Xϕ)Y = η(Y )ϕ∇Xξ. (55)
Morover, he proves that an almost para-cosympletic manifold has para-Ka¨hlerian
leaves if and only if
(∇Xϕ)Y = g(ϕ∇Xξ, Y )ξ − η(Y )ϕ∇Xξ. (56)
Using the above equality, we obtain
Theorem 8. An almost para-cosympletic manifold is a para-CR manifold if and
only if it has para-Ka¨hlerian leaves.
Proof. We prove that for a para-cosymplectic manifold, formulas (56) and (7) are
equivalent to each other.
To do it, we check at first that under (54), (55) and the general formula
(∇Uη)(V ) = (∇V η)(U) (which is a consequence of dη = 0), formula (7) reduces
equivalently to
(∇Xϕ)Y = g(ϕ∇Xξ, Y )ξ (57)
for any X,Y ∈ D. We see that (56) implies (57). Conversely, let us assume that
(57) is fulfilled. Let X,Y ∈ X(M). Then X − η(X)ξ ∈ D and Y − η(Y )ξ ∈ D.
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Replacing X by X− η(X)ξ and Y by Y − η(Y )ξ in (57), and applying (54), we find
(∇Xϕ)Y − η(Y )(∇Xϕ)ξ = g(ϕ∇Xξ, Y )ξ,
which leads to (56). 
Below, we give a class of new almost paracosymplectic structures which are
para-CR and not normal in general.
Example 4. Let (xα, yα, z) (n > 1, 1 6 α 6 n) be the Cartesian coordinates
in R2n+1. Let for 1 6 α, β 6 n, Fαβ : R
2n+1 → R be functions depending on the
coordinates xα and z only, and such that F βα = F
α
β . Define a frame of vector fields
(ei; 1 6 i 6 2n+ 1) in R
2n+1 by
eα =
∂
∂xα
−
n∑
ω=1
Fωα
∂
∂yω
, en+α =
∂
∂yα
, e2n+1 =
∂
∂z
.
Then the dual frame of 1-forms (θi; 1 6 i 6 2n+ 1) is given by
θα = dxα, θn+α = dyα +
n∑
ω=1
Fαω dx
ω, θ2n+1 = dz.
Define an almost paracontact structure (ϕ, ξ, η, g) on R2n+1 by assuming
ϕeα = −eα, ϕen+α = en+α, ϕe2n+1 = 0, ξ = e2n+1, η = θ
2n+1,
g(eα, en+α) = g(en+α, eα) = g(e2n+1, e2n+1) = 1.
Here, we have Φ(eα, en+α) = −Φ(en+α, eα) = 1 and Φ(ei, ej) = 0 otherwise. There-
fore the fundamental 2-form Φ has the shape
Φ = 2
n∑
α=1
θα ∧ θn+α = 2
n∑
α=1
dxα ∧ dyα + 2
n∑
α,ω=1
Fαω dx
α ∧ dxω .
By the symmetry Fαω = F
ω
α , it must be that
Φ = 2
n∑
α=1
dxα ∧ dyα,
and consequently, dΦ = 0. Since also dη = 0, the structure (ϕ, ξ, η, g) is almost
paracosymplectic.
As in the previous example, to find necessary and sufficient conditions for this
structure to be para-CR, we shall use the condition (3). The eigendistribution D+
is spanned by the vector fields (en+α). Since [en+α, en+β ] = 0, D
+ is involutive.
The eigendistribution D− is spanned by the vector fields (eα). Since
[eα, eβ] =
n∑
ω
(
∂Fωα
∂xβ
−
∂Fωβ
∂xα
)
∂
∂yω
,
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D− is involutive if and only if
∂Fωα
∂xβ
−
∂Fωβ
∂xα
= 0,
or equivalently,
Fωα =
∂Gω
∂xα
for certain functions Gω on R2n+1 depending on xα and z only. By Fωα = F
α
ω ,
∂Gω
∂xα
−
∂Gω
∂xα
= 0
and consequently,
Gω =
∂H
∂xω
for a certain function H on R2n+1 depending on xα and z only. Thus, D− is
involutive if and only if
F βα =
∂2H
∂xα∂xβ
,
H being a function H on R2n+1 depending on xα and z only.
We check that this structure is not normal. At first, we find
[eα, ξ] =
n∑
ω=1
∂2H
∂xω∂xα∂z
en+ω,
and next we compute
N(eα, ξ)− 2dη(eα, ξ)ξ = ϕ
2[eα, ξ]− ϕ[ϕeα, ξ]− 2dη(eα, ξ)ξ
= [eα, ξ]− η([eα, ξ])ξ + ϕ[eα, ξ]
= 2
n∑
ω=1
∂2H
∂xω∂xα∂z
en+ω,
which is non-zero in general.
Note
Certain of the presented results can be treated as paracontact analogies of those
known in contact geometry. For contact metric manifolds, we refer the beautiful
book [3].
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